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Lecture 13:

From sentiment analysis to affect computing
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Agenda
‣ Recap
‣ Sentiment analysis
‣ Affect states

- Emotion
- Personality traits



Static embedding: one fixed embedding for each word in the 
vocabulary

Dynamic embedding: the vector for each word is different in 
different contexts



Word2vec
Instead of coun%ng how often each word w occurs near "apricot" 
- Train a classifier on a binary predic%on task:

• Is w likely to show up near "apricot"?

We don’t actually care about this task
•But we'll take the learned classifier weights as the word embeddings

Big idea:  self-supervision: 
•A word c that occurs near apricot in the corpus cats as the gold "correct 

answer" for supervised learning
•No need for human labels
• Bengio et al. (2003); Collobert et al. (2011) 



Masked language model



Next sentence prediction



BERT for feature extraction



Sentiment analysis



Positive or negative movie review?
...zany characters and richly applied sa4re, and some great 
plot twists 
It was pathe4c. The worst part about it was the boxing 
scenes... 
...awesome caramel sauce and sweet toasty almonds. I love 
this place!  
...awful pizza and ridiculously overpriced... 

+

+

− 

− 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GxbKuek88NQ





Vector representation

F( )=c
seen 2
sweet 1

whimsical 1

recommend 1
happy 1

... ...



Data sources
‣ Hand labeling

‣ kaggle.com

‣ Internet 

http://kaggle.com




◖◗
Evaluation metrics
‣ Precision and recall
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True  
positives

False  
positives

True negativesFalse negatives
Precision =

Recall = 

◖◗
◖

◖
◖



Evaluation metrics
‣ F-score

- The harmonic mean of precision and recall
- F1 gives equal importance to precision and recall

‣ Accuracy
- Binary classification

- Multi-class classification 
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TP = True positive; FP = False positive; TN = True negative; FN = False negative

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN

Accuracy =
Correct classifications

All classification



Scherer Typology of Affective States
Emo%on: brief organically synchronized … evalua8on of a major event  
- angry, sad, joyful, fearful, ashamed, proud, elated 

Mood: diffuse non-caused low-intensity long-dura8on change in subjec8ve feeling 
- cheerful, gloomy, irritable, listless, depressed, buoyant 

Interpersonal stances: affec8ve stance toward another person in a specific interac8on 
- friendly, flirta4ous, distant, cold, warm, suppor4ve, contemptuous 
A;tudes: enduring, affec8vely colored beliefs, disposi8ons towards objects or 
persons 
-  liking, loving, ha4ng, valuing, desiring 

Personality traits: stable personality disposi8ons and typical behavior tendencies 
- nervous, anxious, reckless, morose, hos4le, jealous



A;tudes: enduring, affec8vely colored beliefs, disposi8ons towards objects or persons 
-  liking, loving, ha4ng, valuing, desiring 

Sen%ment



Emotion
‣ One of the most important affective classes
‣ A relatively brief episode of response to the evaluation of an external or internal event 

as being of major significance
‣ Detecting emotion has the potential to improve a number of language processing 

tasks
- Tutoring systems
- Emotions in reviews or customer responses
- Emotion can play a role in medical NLP tasks like helping diagnose depression or 

suicidal intent



Two families of theories of emotion
‣ Atomic basic emotions

- A finite list of 6 or 8, from which others are generated

‣ Dimensions of emotion
- Valence (positive negative)
- Arousal (strong, weak)
- Control



Ekman’s 6 basic emotions

Ekman & Matsumoto 1989

Surprise 
Happiness 
anger 
fear 
disgust 
sadness



Plutchik’s wheel of emotion
‣ 8 basic emotions
‣ four opposing pairs

- joy - sadness
- anger - fear
- trust - disgust
- anticipation - surprise

Wikipedia



Alternative: spatial model
An emotion is a point in 2- or 3-dimensional space

valence: the pleasantness of the s8mulus 

arousal: the intensity of emo8on provoked by the s8mulus  

(sometimes) dominance: the degree of control exerted by the stimulus 



Valence/Arousal Dimensions
 
 

 High arousal, low pleasure                     High arousal, high pleasure
                  anger                                                   excitement 

 
Low arousal, low pleasure                      Low arousal, high pleasure
                    sadness                                                 relaxa,on

ar
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NRC Word-Emotion Association Lexicon
amazingly   anger   0
amazingly   anticipation 0
amazingly   disgust 0
amazingly   fear    0
amazingly   joy    1
amazingly   sadness 0
amazingly   surprise    1
amazingly   trust     0
amazingly   negative    0
amazingly   positive    1

Mohammad and Turney 2011



More examples



NRC Emotion/Affect Intensity Lexicon (Mohammad, 2018b)



Emotion in spoken language

Emotion



Ekman’s 6 basic emotions: spoken version

Ekman & Matsumoto 1989

Surprise 
Happiness 
anger 
fear 
disgust 
sadness



Personality traits



Five-Factor Model

‣ Openness(开放型)

‣ Conscientiousness（责任⼼）

‣ Extraversion（外向型）

‣ Agreeableness（宜⼈性）

‣ Neuroticism(神经质)



Virtual agents for interviewing

Zhou, M. X., Mark, G., Li, J., & Yang, H. (2019). Trusting virtual agents: The effect of personality. ACM Transactions on Interactive Intelligent Systems (TiiS), 9(2-3), 1-36.



Zhou, M. X., Mark, G., Li, J., & Yang, H. (2019). Trusting virtual agents: The effect of personality. ACM Transactions on Interactive Intelligent Systems (TiiS), 9(2-3), 1-36.





Summary
Emo%on: brief organically synchronized … evalua8on of a major event  
- angry, sad, joyful, fearful, ashamed, proud, elated 

A;tudes: enduring, affec8vely colored beliefs, disposi8ons towards objects or 
persons 
-  liking, loving, ha4ng, valuing, desiring 

Personality traits: stable personality disposi8ons and typical behavior tendencies 
- nervous, anxious, reckless, morose, hos4le, jealous



Readings
‣ Chapter 4: Naive Bayes and Sentiment Classification

- https://web.stanford.edu/~jurafsky/slp3/4.pdf
‣ Chapter 25: Lexicons for Sentiment, Affect, and Connotation

- https://web.stanford.edu/~jurafsky/slp3/25.pdf

https://web.stanford.edu/~jurafsky/slp3/25.pdf

